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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 This case study, through surveys I conducted as the program’s 
Membership Associate in November 2009 (exclusive of new members), 
identified the Discover Jersey Arts (DJA) program’s member motivations to build 
appropriate revenue-based membership levels to enhance the current free-
based membership model. Most of these member motivations were identified as 
egoistic, meaning members enjoy the “perks” of free membership, however, 
would consider paying for membership if the benefits were “worth it.” Adding 
revenue-based levels will need to be carefully introduced and explained to ease 
current members into it. The program was approved and will be adopted by DJA. 
With the decline of public support, nonprofit organizations need to look 
elsewhere for revenue in which membership dues can be a viable source. This 
case study attempts to serve as a guideline on how to analyze constituents’ 
needs when building a membership program. 
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
 
 
 
 What do nonprofit organizations need to provide to their current 
members and the general public in a membership program in order to recruit 
and retain members? 
 
 This paper will analyze the Discover Jersey Arts’ (DJA) current 
membership program through a survey to existing members. Results will then be 
used to suggest recommendations in building new membership levels with 
specific benefits based on member motivations.  
 Research will start with a survey to 21,245 existing Jersey Arts members 
via email to access the program’s benefits, strengths and weaknesses. The 
results from this survey will be the driving point in rebuilding the membership 
program’s giving levels and associated benefits.  Based on member’s responses, 
recommendations will be made on how to best offer benefits that members will 
find attractive and useful. Research on how to create an effective membership 
program through books, journal articles and other case studies will also be used
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in assessing the building of the new Jersey Arts member program. 
 The Discover Jersey Arts program has been chosen as the organization to 
study because as the Membership and Development Associate, I have been 
working for this program for almost five years and have built a credible 
relationship with its members and have access to solicit member opinions.  
 Expected findings will be that, in its current “free of charge” model, the 
Jersey Arts member program cannot sustain financially in order to grow 
membership. It will be expected that some sort of monetary giving level will 
need to be implemented. However, based on the responses received from the 
question “Why are you a Jersey Arts member,” I will suggest new added value at 
each giving level.  
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 
 
 
1. Egoistic Motives (as per Paswan) – pertains to the act of giving (money, 
time, etc) to enhance one’s own ego and welfare in the form of reducing 
peer pressure, personal recognition or self esteem, or specific, tangible 
benefits such as tax deductions, discounts, free merchandise, etc.  
 
2. Hedonic Motives (as per Paswan) – pertains to the act of subscribing to or 
attending functions for the love of art. 
 
3. Altruistic Motives (as per Paswan) – pertains to the act of giving (money, 
time, etc) in belief that the ultimate goal of giving is to enhance those in 
need.  
 
4. Member (as per Robinson) – individuals who are givers, joiners, 
supporters, or donors to an organization 
 
5. Membership (dictionary.com) – a person that is part of a society, party, 
community, or other body. 
 
6. Philanthropy (as per Paswan) – the desire to help. 
 
7. Preservation (as per Paswan) – the desire to save art for the future. 
 
8. Social recognition (as per Paswan) – sense of prestige from belonging to a 
group. 
 
9. Children’s benefits (as per Paswan) – joining for children’s programs or so 
that children can be exposed to art  
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10. Tangible member benefits (as per Paswan) – joining for discounts, tax 
benefits, free merchandise, etc.Access (dictionary.com) – the ability, 
right, or permission to approach, enter, speak with, or use; admittance. 
 
11. Access (dictionary.com) – the ability, right, or permission to approach, 
enter, speak with, or use; admittance. 
 
12. Exclusivity (dictionary.com) – (adjective) admitting only members of a 
socially restricted or very carefully selected group. 
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PROCEDURE 
 
 
 All data for this case study was gathered by surveys captured through 
SurveyMonkey.com. The history about the Discover Jersey Arts program was 
gathered through one-on-one private interviews with the current Program 
Manager, Jim Atkinson. 
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LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
 
 
 This study attempted to understand the existing Jersey Arts member’s 
membership and giving motivations and does not reflect membership and giving 
motivations of newly attained members (as of November 17, 2009) and future 
members.
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    INTRODUCTION 
  
 Membership programs can form the backbones of organizations. They 
can provide revenue through dues, as well as strong and influential relationships 
with their members. To belong to a membership (organization), a member has a 
feeling of belonging, like they are a part of a family (Hall 1).  
 The most successful memberships are those that acknowledge and 
embrace members as an integral part of their operation and purpose (Robinson 
1). By building a relationship with members, organizations build sustainable 
bonds, creating loyalty and mutual respect that leads to contributions of time, 
expertise and funding (Robinson 1). 
 A membership program is equally interested in generating a constituency 
and developing a relation with the donor (Hines 44). The critical reason why 
organizations have membership programs is to support their mission (Rich & 
Hines 48). But what is membership? What kinds of memberships exist? And most 
importantly, what are the underlying reasons why people become members, and 
why do they give? 
 The Discover Jersey Arts program’s mission is to increase the awareness 
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of and participation in the arts in New Jersey 
(http://www.jerseyarts.com/about.asp). To fulfill this mission the program 
provides a searchable event database and a free discount member card, good at 
over 100 arts and cultural organizations throughout the state of New Jersey.  
 The Discover Jersey Arts program recently addressed a transition from a 
free membership model to a fee-based one with multiple options. This transition 
provided an opportunity to specifically examine the components of member 
motivations for giving. 
Why are members needed? 
 What does it mean to be a member of a group or organization? According 
to Rich & Hines, membership is a fluid concept; it can be anywhere from writing 
a check to an organization to being intently involved as a volunteer (Hines 2).  
 In the best membership programs, the member and the organization 
share a clear, mutually beneficial understanding of the benefits of membership 
to both parties (Robinson 3). An organization ultimately needs members to fulfill 
their mission, goals and activities (Robinson 4). Members give organizations 
credibility and validity in numbers. For example, an advocacy group that seeks to 
influence government decisions needs members with political influence; they 
need member representative constituents of local, state, or national officials to 
act in order to be successful (Robinson 4).   
 Members may also provide knowledge and expertise to an organization. 
Members who are teachers, lawyers or accountants by profession can volunteer 
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their knowledge to an organization. Even with all the advanced technology 
available, word-of-mouth is still the most powerful form of communication to 
spread credibility and positive reputation (Robinson 5). The most powerful and 
effective membership recruitment tool is when a friend or colleague tells a 
prospective member that they are familiar with an organization and raves about 
their services. Members are often an invaluable source of person-power to help 
an organization to accomplish their work (Robinson 5). A strong member base 
can also provide strong and committed volunteers.  
 Members can also be counted on to give an organization financial 
stability through donations. Members are far more likely to give organizations 
money than are foundations and corporations (Robinson 5). According to the 
annual sourcebook Giving USA 2002, individual giving is the largest source of 
support of nonprofits accounting for 83.5% of all funds donated in 2001 
(Robinson 5).  Member donations are given quickly and repeatedly and are an 
organization’s best source of major donations.  
Types of Memberships 
 There are many different kinds of member types. Hines has divided them 
by program type; Visitation, Public Issue, Participant, Volunteer, Faith-based, 
Loyalty, Affinity, Professional, Social and Brand Loyalty (Appendix A).  
 Visitation-based programs are related to a museum, zoo, botanical 
garden, historic house, etc. These types of organizations attract visitors and are 
interested in developing attendance consistency. This attendance attracts 
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contributions and earned income, education, community support, advocacy and 
volunteers (Hines 7).   
 Public Issue programs are found in organizations that are formed around 
issues (Hines 8). The issues of these organizations are usually centered on one or 
more issue. People who become members of these organizations usually join 
because they want to make a difference in their community.  
 Participant programs are found in organizations who want their 
member’s time and efforts (Hines 8). Sometimes a member’s time and effort are 
prerequisites for joining and remaining a member. Some examples of these kinds 
of organizations are: Rotary Clubs, Boy Scouts and services leagues.  
 Volunteer programs are programs that expect a level of participation and 
personal involvement, very similar to participant programs (Hines 9). The 
difference between a volunteer program and a participant program is that 
volunteers exist to serve the mission and goals of a larger institution or 
organization rather than their own (Hines 9).   
 Faith-based programs are one of the most joined organizations. Belief in 
the work of the faith is the requirement for membership (Hines 9).  
 Loyalty programs’ purpose is to stay in touch with the members and keep 
the relationship between the member and the organization vital and strong 
(Hines 10). Examples of loyalty programs include all levels of educational alumni 
groups.  
 Affinity programs are found in organizations that are formed around a 
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subject matter (Hines 10). The requirement to be a member in this type of 
organization is a common interest and usually requires a small membership fee.  
 Professional associations are clubs for professionals who join for the 
educational activities, networking opportunities within the profession to be a 
part of overall development of the profession (Hines 11).  
 Social organizations are very personal membership types. These 
organizations need members in order to continue a sense of belonging, status, 
and prestige, and networking opportunities for social, business, and community 
involvement (Hines 11). The main reasons for membership in these organizations 
usually focus on business relationships or on social relationships. They are 
usually the most expensive because of high dues and other financial 
requirements. 
 Brand loyalty membership is found in the world of commerce; like The 
American Express card, airline frequent flyer programs, and The American 
Automobile Association (AAA), etc (Hines 11). These groups have events for 
members, newsletters, websites, and other benefits. Most brand loyalty 
membership programs are free but are usually only opened to clients and 
customers of the company involved (Hines 12).  
 Out of these types of memberships, the Jersey Arts membership program 
falls into both a brand loyalty and affinity program. Jersey Arts members all join 
to further the mission of the organization. They are members because they 
choose to participate in arts and cultural activities. To do this, all Jersey Arts 
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members have a discount card with a unique member number to receive ticket 
discounts at these participating organizations. Between their common interest in 
the arts and the unique identifier of their member card, the Jersey Arts member 
card program is both an affinity program and enhances brand loyalty.  
Why do people join? 
 “Joining is a choice that is intended to alter the individual’s position in 
society. That is the decision to seek affiliation with a group may be viewed as 
social positioning rather than as a functional cost/benefit calculation. In many 
cases, key functional goals could be accomplished through individual pursuits at 
lower costs of time, money and effort” (Redmond 695).  
 Across many readings, many authors write about the basic reasons why 
people become members of associations, donate their time and money, etc. 
These readings state that people give and join because of an attachment to an 
organization. They either have a personal relationship with the organization or 
they believe in the work of the organization. People also give and join in order to 
better their lives or status in life looking for recognition, sole gratification, and 
social status. The last grouping of givers and joiners are people who give their 
time and money “for the love of the cause,” with an emotional attachment with 
the organization or cause. 
 Rich and Hines list the two main characteristics that act as motivators for 
joining; tangible and intangible benefits. Tangible benefits can be anything from 
a member card, newsletter, pin, or tote bag, offering an incentive to join. 
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However, the tangible benefits do not equal the amount of money paid for the 
membership (Hines 15).  
 An intangible benefit is the idea of belonging; especially in organizations 
that believe are doing something meaningful. Belonging is a very strong sense 
for people, including the needs for acceptance, relationships, and being a part of 
a group (Hines 16).  
 It is important for an organization to know how its members feel about 
joining because when they can meet their member’s specific needs; those needs 
become the important points in marketing the organization’s program to new 
and current members. Hines identifies eight significant needs which motivate 
people to join groups; value, pursuing a personal interest, making a difference, 
giving back, pride, being with similar people, networking, and status and 
prestige.   
 For members, value is the initial motivation to join (Hines 16). Members 
who join at the basic levels are “value members” who are interested in benefits 
such as free or discounted admissions, parking, and other discounts (Hines 16). 
Many of these members will not pass the economic point of paying for their 
membership.  
 Everyone who becomes a member of an organization, their membership 
has some basis in a personal interest (Hines 16). An organization that makes its 
members feel like they belong and provides them with a way to satisfy their 
personal interest will be able to keep its members. To sustain members’ interest, 
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membership programs need to provide programs and information on an interest 
level that is appealing to its members; the membership program cannot afford to 
become stagnant (Hines 17).  
 Members, who join organizations to make a difference, want to provide a 
direct service, to make a difference in others’ lives or for society (Hines 17). 
Organizations that attract these types of members need to make sure that their 
members know that they are making a difference, whether through volunteer 
work or support for a cause.  
 Most people feel a need to find a personal place where they can connect 
with others who share their values and where they can build trust and be 
comfortable. This is about people’s desire to be with people who are like them 
and it’s about finding a realm in which you as an individual can make a difference 
(Robinson 7).  
 For some people, joining an organization by making contributions of their 
time and money is a way for them to give back to their community. This is 
another incentive for members to join. For example, students will join alumni 
associations to give back to their alma mater.  
 People join civic and cultural organizations to show pride in their 
community; pride is one of the factors that encourages their participation and is 
why they are supporters (Hines 17). Members of participant and volunteer 
organizations who contribute their time are very proud of what they and their 
organizations do.  
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 The last reason why members join associations, but one that is not 
usually admitted is status and prestige. If other important people are members 
of an organization, it will exude status and prestige automatically. In these types 
of organizations endorsements and recommendations are often necessary to be 
considered for membership (Hines 18). Types of organizations that can 
potentially give this needed status and prestige are schools, sororities and 
fraternities.  
 Membership organizations reflect an unchanged, fundamental reason for 
being that was present even in the 13th century: to serve as a gathering place for 
people with common interests and goals (Assante 1). People will also join 
organizations with other members with similar interests; with common bond 
members immediately feel a sense of belonging (Hines 18). One of the most 
common reasons to join is the opportunity to network which many organizations 
provide to its members; it is one of the most important aspects of professional 
associations and in affinity groups (Hines 18). The opportunity to share 
information, acquire education, and develop a network of colleagues with the 
same interests is of great value to members. Many people will join clubs, 
business-related organizations, and similar groups to be in a place where 
networking sets the stage for working together (Hines 18).  
 Most members value their organization because it is bringing about social 
change on issues they care about. In addition to representation and information, 
members want to be a part of a successful effort that is larger than them. An 
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organization’s ability to represent a member’s interests before elected and 
appointed decision makers is such a benefit to the individual (Robinson 7).  
 Associate Professor, Audesh K. Paswan of the University of Texas, has 
stated in Non-Profit Organizations and Membership Motivations: An Exploration 
in the Museum Industry, that the use of memberships is an interesting way that 
non-profit organizations generate revenue. He states that few researchers have 
studies the motivational aspects of membership to non-profit organizations in a 
detailed manner. Paswan believes that this type of study is crucial because the 
traditional sources of funding for non-profits have become more market 
oriented to survive (Paswan 2).  
 In Paswan’s museum study, his hypothesis regards the impact of these 
motivations on the levels at which members choose to join. One of his specific 
interests is determining whether there are differences across membership levels 
with regard to motives for joining museums (Paswan 3).  
 In his journal article, Paswan attempts to provide a greater understanding 
of the motivational dimensions of membership to a non-profit organization. The 
three basic types of motivations are: altruistic, egoistic and hedonic reasons. 
People with altruistic motives give based on the idea that they are helping those 
in need. These motives are born out from philanthropy and preservation. People 
with egoistic motives give to get [something] in return. These motivations are 
ignited by social recognition and tangible member benefits. People with hedonic 
motives join for the love of the cause. 
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 Relationship Marketing Activities, Commitment and Membership 
Behaviors in Professional Associations by Gruen, Summers, and Acito give 
readers three general categories of membership behaviors. The authors define 
these behaviors based on membership commitment types. Gruen et al talks 
about different types of membership commitments. These types are listed as; 
continuance commitment, normative commitment and affective commitment 
(Gruen et al 37). Gruen et al defines continuance commitment as a commitment 
based on self interest stake in a relationship where the membership is 
psychologically bonded to the organization on the basis of perceived costs 
(Gruen et al 37). This commitment type is very similar with the egoistic 
motivation of Paswan because both are based on self-interest and personal 
satisfaction.  
 Gruen et al defines normative commitment as commitment which 
derives from a person’s sense of moral obligation toward the organization where 
the membership is psychologically bonded to the organization on the basis of the 
perceived moral obligation to maintain the relationship with the organization 
(Gruen et al 37). This commitment type resonates with Paswan’s altruistic 
motivation because both see this relationship with the member as a moral 
relationship; Paswan’s altruistic motivation says that these members join 
because they feel morally obligated to help those in need. 
 Gruen et al defines affective commitment as a commitment that focuses 
on a positive emotional attachment where the membership is psychologically 
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bonded to the organization on the basis of how favorable it feels about the 
organization (Gruen et al 37). This type of commitment is almost parallel to 
Paswan’s hedonic motivation. The “love of the cause” is the reason members 
with hedonic motivations join. They are psychologically bonded to the cause and 
therefore will give their time and money to whichever organization is working 
toward the cause they believe in. 
Do Membership Programs Work?  
 Membership programs provide organizations with added revenue and 
provide members with a sense of belonging, self worth and added benefits. But, 
do membership programs really work? Do these programs increase customer’s 
satisfaction with the product or service offering and their satisfaction with the 
company? Do they increase the duration of customer-provider relationships and 
usage levels of product or services (Bolton et al 96)? 
 Grahame R. Dowling and Mark Uncles, of the University of New South 
Wales, in their article Do Customer Loyalty Programs Really Work?, states that 
established competitive markets suggest that in many cases of patterns of 
loyalty it is hard to obtain exceptional advantages through the launch of a loyalty 
program; also competitive forces tend to quickly erode any differential gains 
(Uncles 1). The authors talks about tough market conditions which ring true in 
this economic climate. With the recent economic downturn and slow recovery, 
members are putting their major priorities first and not splurging on many 
frivolous extras. However, if an organization’s cause is important enough to a 
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member, less money may not mean a loss of membership but rather the 
member may lessen their financial contributions or increase their volunteering 
time.  
 Loyalty programs which seek to bond customers to an organization’s 
products and services by offering an additional incentive pose an interesting 
dilemma; meaning these incentives sometimes are difficult to support by the 
organization (Uncles 1). If an organization cannot deliver on what they are 
offering their members, this can lead to members dropping off and the 
reputation of the organization can falter. This is a risk that organizations need to 
understand and be ready to deal with if they so choose to take on a membership 
program.  
 Another challenge an organization may have in adopting and maintaining 
a member program is that many people do not want another “plastic card” in 
their wallet. This is where organizations need to really focus their efforts on 
connecting with their members on an emotional level and not only entice their 
members with “freebies.” 
 Overall, organizations need to make sure that they achieve their mission 
and financial objectives through a membership program. Every organization 
experience gains and losses of membership therefore an important question 
organization must ask is whether or not they can afford to invest and lose money 
for the first few years to build a roster of paying members. Organizations also 
need to make sure they have the staff support for a membership program 
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(http://www.nps.gov/partnerships/membership_programs). Without a proper 
staff to administer a membership program, no program whether affluent or 
struggling, will survive. 
 Organizations need to ask themselves if their program can create loyalty; 
do they encourage customers to spend more; and is it really feasible for them to 
try to increase customer loyalty by implementing a membership program (Uncles 
2).  
 Members are crucial to an organization as a major source of revenue. 
Members use organizations to build status, volunteer experience and personal 
gratification. With so many reasons that a member may join, organizations need 
to be attractive and tap into what current and potential members really want 
and need. Utilizing Discover Jersey Arts as a model, I will investigate and verify 
what nonprofit organizations need to provide to their current members and the 
general public in a membership program in order to recruit and retain members. 
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CHAPTER ONE - THE DISCOVER JERSEY ARTS PROGRAM 
 
 
 
 The Discover Jersey Arts program has been in existence since 2000 and 
with a staff of few can cite numerous accomplishments, and has contributed in 
large part to the advancement of the arts and culture in the state of New Jersey. 
Today, staff has grown, the program has built its roots and now has more room 
to grow even more influential in the field and expand their work to fulfill their 
mission of increasing the awareness of and participation in the arts in New Jersey 
(http://www.jerseyarts.com/about.asp).  
 The New Jersey State Council on the Arts (NJSCA) with its cosponsored 
partner, the New Jersey Network Foundation, developed a comprehensive 
statewide public participation in the arts, increase appreciation and support for 
them, and grow new and diverse audiences at arts and cultural events in New 
Jersey from 1997 to 2000.   
 In 2000, the Discover Jersey Arts (DJA) program launched. Through well-
known celebrity television ads, DJA introduced residents to the arts and culture 
within the state of New Jersey. The DJA program strived to reach the general 
public throughout New Jersey with the message that the arts are for everyone.   
 Governor Christie Todd Whitman’s administration also made numerous 
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efforts in support of the arts---endorsements of Arts Plan New Jersey, proposed 
formation of the New Jersey Cultural Trust and proposed an increase in the 
NJSCA’s appropriation to achieve the goal of $20M in the year 2000---the 
Discover Jersey Arts program represented the most far reaching effort to date to 
promote the arts in the state.   
 The Discover Jersey Arts marketing program is one of the eight strategic 
objectives contained in Arts Plan NJ---the state’s comprehensive blueprint for a 
better New Jersey through the arts. The mission of Discover Jersey Arts is “to 
increase the awareness of and participation in the arts in New Jersey 
(http://www.jerseyarts.com/about.asp). The primary objectives of the Discover 
Jersey Arts marketing program is to provide the public with resources to discover 
more about the cultural riches in New Jersey and encourage participation in 
cultural activities statewide; to provide value to their members to encourage 
heightened participation in the project’s membership program and loyalty to 
New Jersey’s cultural community; and to work in collaboration with partner 
organizations on major regional and statewide initiatives.    
 Under the brand identity Discover Jersey Arts, the marketing program is 
designed to attract new audiences, stimulate greater participation and support 
and promote a positive attractive image for the arts and artists in New Jersey. 
With an advisory committee of predominately corporate marketing 
representatives from large corporations, such as, Wordsmith Corporations, PNC 
Bank, PSE&G, Campbell’s Soup and more, the two key products of the campaign 
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were introduced and became available.   
 In early 1999, the Jersey Arts Resource Guide and the Jersey Arts Ticket 
member card became available through two sources, a website at 
www.jerseyarts.com and a telephone hotline, 1 800 The Arts. By 2000, DJA 
launched television, radio, newspaper, magazine and outdoor advertisements 
getting New Jersey residents to discover [new] jersey arts. In fiscal year 98, the 
advisory committee was disbursed and reorganized adding members of the 
NJSCA board and the campaign secured its first grant. They also officially become 
a co-sponsor with the ArtPride New Jersey Foundation, creating a stronger 
relationship. The campaign also brought on three new co-sponsors, the New 
Jersey Theatre Alliance, the South Jersey Cultural Alliance, and the New Jersey 
Division of Travel and Tourism. In 2009, the DJA advisory committee expanded, 
bringing on a representative from the Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation1 and the 
New Jersey Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts2.   
 Many of the program’s marketing initiatives are formed through an 
initiative by the New Jersey State Council on the Arts, the Jersey Arts Marketers 
(JAM). JAM is a consortium of arts marketing professionals that work 
cooperatively toward furthering the mission of the Discover Jersey Arts program.  
                                                          
1 The mission of the Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation is to support and encourage those 
educational, cultural, social and environmental values that contribute to making our society 
more humane and our world more livable. 
2 The New Jersey Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts (“NJVLA”) provides legal education, 
representation, and other legal services to the entire State’s arts community, and in particular to 
low income artists and non-profit arts organizations.  
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 The JAM group (North, Central and South) meets quarterly to address 
common issues, foster professional development, and coordinate a number of 
on-going cooperative marketing programs. Each regional group is led by a 
chairperson who, working in tandem with the Discover Jersey Arts (DJA) staff, 
strives to develop the program as a statewide resource for both the cultural 
community and its patrons. Participation in JAM is open to marketing, 
promotions and public relations representatives from all New Jersey-based, 
nonprofit cultural organizations (http://www.JerseyArts.com/about.asp).  
 DJA has developed a wide variety of programs and initiatives to support 
New Jersey’s cultural community while providing valuable resources to the 
public. The following is a list of all programs as listed on JerseyArts.com.    
 The Jersey Arts Ticket Member Card program consists of more than 100 
JAM organizations statewide offering discounts and premiums to the nearly 
40,000 current Jersey Arts Ticket Members. In addition to standard discounts, 
participating organizations that extend special "2-for-1" offers are also eligible 
for inclusion in the Jersey Arts monthly "e-Savers" email that goes out to Jersey 
Arts members, featuring 10-15 highlighted events taking place statewide.  
 JerseyArts.com serves as the central online clearinghouse of information 
on New Jersey’s arts scene. The site’s cultural events calendar, online directory 
of arts organizations, artist gallery, blog, podcast, member center and other 
content features many opportunities to reach out to the community. 
 Discover Jersey Arts offers a number of seasonal cooperative advertising 
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opportunities throughout the year in print, radio, television and online. These 
opportunities are made possible through pooling the resources of participating 
organizations and combining them with underwriting funds made available 
through Discover Jersey Arts. This program allows participating organizations to 
reach broader audiences with their marketing messages, as well as, benefit from 
the dollars saved and from cohesive brand representation.   
 The Jersey Arts List Exchange is a master patron database comprised of 
mailing lists from participating nonprofit cultural organizations. Its purpose is to 
simplify mailing list exchanges; identify a targeted, qualified and focused group 
of arts consumers; and examine consumer behavior through comparative market 
analysis. As the most comprehensive database of arts patrons for New Jersey 
available, this list features information on hundreds of thousands of arts patrons 
in the region.  This master patron database will also be used in statewide 
advocacy efforts when needed.  
 The Jersey Arts Gift Card network is a closed-network gift card program, 
developed in partnership with DISCOVER Card, offers a centralized gift card 
option for consumers. It is processed as a credit card to eliminate clunky 
reimbursement processes therefore making it easier for participating 
organizations.  
 The Generation NEXT Series, coordinated in partnership with the New 
Jersey Young Professionals (NJYP), highlights events specifically targeting the 21-
39 demographic. Events included in the series feature an educational component 
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that enhances the experience of an existing cultural event attractive to the 
target audience as well as a social networking opportunity.  
 With October being Arts and Humanities month, in 2008 and 2009 
October was officially proclaimed Discover Jersey Arts Month by gubernatorial 
proclamation.   
 The People’s Choice Awards is an annual award given to a number of 
different categories (i.e. Favorite Theater, Performing Arts Center, Museum, 
Dance Company, etc). Groups receiving the largest number of nominations by 
their peers are listed in a poll, along with a write in option, for public voting. 
Groups receiving the most public votes in each category win. These winners are 
announced each January and are presented plaques at the annual Governor’s 
Conference on Tourism in April, held in Atlantic City, NJ.   
 In addition to its quarterly meetings, DJA coordinates two regional Media 
Roundtable professional development events annually – one in North Jersey and 
one in South Jersey. These day-long events begin with a morning "media panel" 
comprised of representatives from the regional press there to share information 
on how arts organizations can more effectively gain media coverage. The 
afternoon features a networking lunch followed by a series of professional 
development workshops on a variety of audience development topics.   
 Over the years DJA has been honored to receive local, regional and 
national recognition as a leader in the field of arts marketing including, but not 
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limited to,  the following awards: Excellence in Tourism Award3 (2005); 
Pepperpot Award4 (2003); Silver Telly Award5 (2001); Gold Jasper Award6 (2000); 
and Finalist in Design, Print and Outdoor Advertising Award7 (2000) 
(http://www.JerseyArts.com/about.asp).   
 In the spring of 2009, all of ArtPride NJ Foundation’s programs including, 
the Discover Jersey Arts program; ArtPRIDE NJ, the official New Jersey advocacy 
campaign; and Arts Plan NJ, a community planning program, came together 
under one roof for the first time, moving into one office space in Burlington, 
New Jersey. Now that this merger is completed, the Discover Jersey Arts 
program wants to move forward by focusing on reinventing and expanding their 
membership program and development efforts to expose the campaign to more 
financial opportunities.  
                                                          
3 The Governor’s Tourism Awards Ceremony serves to honor the individuals and organizations 
that have contributed to the experience of our visitors and the quality of life of our residents. 
 
4 Pepperpot Awards program encourages you to explore the advances in technology and the 
endless avenues of social media affecting our everyday lives. 
 
5 The Telly Awards honor the very best local, regional, and cable television commercials and 
programs, as well as the finest video and film productions, and work created for the Web. 
 
6 Established in 1974 to honor excellence in the New Jersey communications industry 
 
7 New York Festivals (NYF) now in its 52nd year, is an International Awards Group (IAG) Company. 
Recognizing The World’s Best Work™ in advertising and programming, IAG and its other 
advertising brands, AME, Globals and Midas, honor advertising and marketing in global 
communications through eight annual competitions. 
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  CHAPTER TWO - THE JERSEY ARTS MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM 
 
 “Membership programs produce a steady annual flow of cash to help 
cover operating expenses, start-up costs for new projects, and on-going program 
expenses. A membership program can also help engage and cultivate people 
with willingness and a potential interest in making larger capital gifts in the 
future. A membership program alone is not enough to sustain an organization. 
Yet it serves as a basic building block along with other fund raising tools” 
(http://www.nps.gov/partnerships/membership_programs).  
 Before delving into the Discover Jersey Arts membership, I wanted to 
identify other similar organizations who may have tried to change their 
membership program; why they changed; and whether or not it was broadly 
accepted by its members. Most organizations in New Jersey work on a 
subscription models and the few museums and rental theaters that have 
membership programs are well established and have always worked on a dues-
based membership program. One organization that has gone through a 
membership change was a regional social networking organization. This 
organization recently changed their membership levels from a free- and one 
revenue-based level ($52/one time membership due), to a one revenue-based 
level ($9.99/one time membership due). 
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The benefits to this change were that the organization was able to 
provide more discounts to its members as well as more restricted exclusive 
access to the organization’s website. The main reason for this membership 
changed was because the founder thought changing the price made membership 
more affordable to a broader range of people; the founder stated that no 
current member has yet to complain about the lower one-time membership fee. 
 The founder stated that her members loved the dues change. I asked her 
if there was an increase or decrease in membership after the price change, 
where she responded, that although less people signed up weekly, the people 
who did become members were more committed to the organization and were 
of a higher quality. When the program changed, the original free-level members 
were left out and were not grandfathered in. However, they were solicited on an 
individual basis.  
 At the end of this process, the founder said that this membership change 
made a 100% positive impact on the organization by providing better and 
happier members. This interview helped me see the potential, if done right, of a 
new successful dues-based membership program.   
 In this study, I have identified the three types of motivation, altruistic, 
egoistic and hedonic, in DJA’s current constituency and used these findings to 
create a membership program that integrates specific benefits to appeal to 
these three types of motivations.  In trying to find what the best membership 
program is for the Discover Jersey Arts’ members, I needed to know what 
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benefits these members wanted and needed in a membership program. The 
question, what does the Discover Jersey Arts program need to provide to their 
current members and future members in their new membership program model 
in order to recruit and retain members, needed to be asked.   
 Ellis M. M. Robinson suggests that the primary purpose of a survey is to 
understand the “whys” around your members’ commitment to the organization 
(Robinson 15). Some of Robinson’s suggestions to the type of questions a survey 
must pose are: 1) explain why respondents’ answers will make a difference to 
the organization’s success 2) only ask for information that can truly be put to use 
3) balance multiple-choice questions with fill in the blank requests 4) determine 
if there is comparable data elsewhere 5) try to keep the questionnaire to two 
pages and 6) pledge to keep individual answers confidential (Robinson 16).   
 For the Jersey Arts Membership Survey, I first explained the purpose of 
the survey focusing on its main goal to provide the best membership program 
that the organization can for its members. I focused on asking the important and 
pertinent questions that will be used specifically to find the conclusion to the 
proposed problem. The Jersey Arts membership survey was limited to a 10 
question survey consisting of multiple choice or rating questions and open-
ended questions (Appendix B). Participants were not asked any personal 
questions, just what was necessary for the survey’s purpose.   
 Robinson also suggests certain questions to be asked to members in 
order to get a broad sense of why the participants are members. The questions 
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that I decided to incorporate in the Jersey Arts Membership Survey are: 1) Why 
are you a Discover Jersey Arts member? 2) Please rate the following 
membership’s features: membership discount cards, 2 for 1 email, check it out 
emails, contests/promotions, JerseyArts.com event calendar 3) What do you 
think is the greatest benefit in the Jersey Arts Member program? 4) Would you 
recommend a Jersey Arts membership to a friend, neighbor, colleague? and 5) 
Are you a member of other arts and cultural organizations? If Yes, how many? I 
also asked participants if they supported any non-arts not for profit 
organizations and how many, in order to analyze the competition for dollars that 
the new Jersey Arts membership program may face.   
 A survey was dispersed via email to 38,000 Jersey Arts members. The 
results from this initial solicitation were: 1) 3,806 emails bounced 2) 570 survey 
responses 3) 16,869 unknown which include, unopened emails, opened emails 
where members did not respond, or an email received but deleted on site.  
 Focus was specifically made on questions that asked what the greatest 
benefit of membership was. Responses included: 1) the Jersey Arts free discount 
card 2) the JerseyArts.com 2 for 1 email blast and early notification of upcoming 
events 3) email updates, knowledge of events and the JerseyArts.com calendar 
of events 4) exposure to art in New Jersey 5) summer festival privileges such as 
“members-only” tents and exclusive free-bees and contest and promotions 6) 
members liked the centralized information on JerseyArts.com, and 7) members 
also liked being part of an arts community, supporting arts in New Jersey and 
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they also liked spreading the word about the arts in New Jersey, i.e. raising 
awareness.   
 When asked what other benefits members would like to see offered, the 
top five answers were the following: 1) members wanted to  be able to purchase 
tickets directly through JerseyArts.com 2) members asked for JerseyArts.com to 
list more classes and workshops available to the public and to other artists 3) 
ability to more narrowly search results 4) members asked DJA to provide a 
unique member identifier other than showing the Jersey Arts member card for 
discounts 5) email updates of added events to JerseyArts.com event database.   
 Most members wanted to keep free membership but were willing to pay 
some amount of money toward membership if the associated benefits were 
worthwhile. For those members who said they were willing to pay towards 
membership, 63% said they would pay between $10 - $15 in annual membership 
fees. Some members responded that they would pay more if the associated 
benefits were worthwhile. This shows that members want something for their 
money. From the responses, if members are getting valuable, tangible benefits 
they will pay more money towards their annual membership dues.   
 As Paswan lists, there are three types of motivations to give; altruistic, 
egoistic, and hedonic. In order to categorize the DJA members into these three 
categories, I needed to define these motivations. From the open-ended 
responses given by the survey participants, altruistic motive key words that I 
focused on were, “support”, “teacher/educator”, “administrator”, “board 
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member”, “artists”, etc. Egoistic motives were represented by the following key 
words, “discounts”, “information”, “attend events”, “know”, “children”, etc. 
Hedonic members were categorized by the following key words; “love”, “artist”, 
“involved”, “enjoy the arts”, “participate”, “like the arts”, etc.  
 After tallying responses, 61% of members had egoistic motivations to 
give. These members donate money and time in order to benefit their lives. 
These types of members enjoy telling other people that they donate to 
organizations. These members will be the same members carrying around logo-
filled tote bags, pins, and coffee mugs. Of course, they truly believe in the cause 
they are supporting, otherwise they would be giving their money and time. 
However, they also enjoy and are sometimes solely enticed by their members 
benefits; “what will they get” for becoming a member. Egoistic givers become 
members in order to feed their own ego; wanting to belong and to show off that 
they are part of an exclusive group or club.  
 Twenty-six per cent of members have hedonic motivations to give. These 
types of members give for the love of the cause. Whether its art, music, animals, 
or cancer, these people give in order to make a difference and help the cause. As 
long as the cause exists, hedonic people will give money and their time to help. 
 Twelve per cent of members have altruistic motivations to give. Altruistic 
givers give because they believe their contribution will make a difference. They 
also believe in the cause, like hedonic givers but also believe that the ultimate 
goal to give is to help those in need.   
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 Almost all of DJA’s current members like the free membership model; 
although 45% of members said they would pay for membership if benefits were 
worth it. These members stated that $10 to $25 dollars was acceptable to them 
as an annual membership fee (Appendix C). Egoistic motivations are attracted to 
tangible merchandise or gifts when becoming a member. The top rated feature 
in the current membership program was free merchandise by 39% (Appendix D) 
and the top response to the open-ended question of what the greatest benefit of 
membership is currently, was the free discount card.   
 The new DJA membership program must reflect all three apparent giving 
motivations, focusing on the egoistic motivations, such as free merchandise and 
exclusivity of events and member features via the online member center.  
 Because all DJA members prefer the current free membership model, 
prices on the new membership levels need to stay low and affordable to appeal 
to these members, enough to eventually entice them to upgrade their 
membership level. Along with new membership levels, DJA needs to incorporate 
annual giving strategies and a general donation strategy (i.e. “donate now” 
button on website). The following is a recommendation of how the new 
membership levels should be built. These benefits reflect what the current 
constituency will respond to, as well as, DJA’s 2009-2010 membership and 
development goals.  This new membership plan has been budgeted in order for 
these changes to occur; about $43,000 has been budgeted. This includes; 
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member card production, a recruitment mailer; a new membership brochure; 
and bulk mailing (Appendix E). 
Discover Jersey Arts’ New Membership & Development Goals (2009/2010) 
1. Provide a restricted new member area where members will be able to 
contribute and mange their content  
2. Increase greater online engagement with members 
3. Increase online giving 
4. Individualize and personalize communications with donors, to strengthen 
their connection to JerseyArts.com 
 
5. Improve efficiency and productivity through a seamless integration 
between Raiser’s Edge database and NetCommunity. 
 
6. Improve ability to capture relevant donor information in Raiser’s Edge 
database 
 
7. Increase  Jersey Arts Membership (targeting 39,000 active members for 
calendar year 2010) 
 
8. Create added Jersey Arts Membership level to accompany Basic 
membership including Premium and Advocate levels outlining benefits at 
each level 
 
9. Create a new Jersey Arts Member Brochure to promote the benefits of 
membership as a point of purchase tool for distribution on-site at cultural 
locations (target spring 2011) 
 
10. Produce and distribute new member cards to estimated 40,000 existing 
Jersey Arts Membership through the program’s new Raiser’s Edge 
database (target spring 2011) 
 
11. Conduct a direct mail membership recruitment campaign utilizing the 
Jersey Arts List Exchange as the base for developing a targeted mail list 
(target spring 2011) 
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12. Maintain on-going fulfillment mailings and database management for 
Jersey Arts Members 
 
13. Identify new funding sources to support program initiatives utilizing the 
Foundation Center database as a primary resource for research 
 
The (New) Jersey Arts Membership Program 
 The lowest membership level is the Basic level. This giving level is the 
original free model membership program which continues to be FREE for 2 
years; members will need to renew every two years instead of having a lifetime 
membership timeframe. The benefits attached to the basic membership level 
include a Jersey Arts member card good for discounts and premiums at over 100 
theaters, museums and arts centers statewide; access to changing and updating 
your personal profile in the JerseyArts.com Member Center; subscription to the 
Jersey Arts emails offering Members-only discounts on featured events each 
month, special promotions, and contests; and exclusive access to participate in 
member only promotions and contests. 
 The mid-range membership level is the Premium level. This giving level is 
a new membership level with a giving level of $10 for 1-year and $15 for 2-years. 
The benefits attached to the premium membership level include all the benefits 
of free membership plus exclusive web access to the JerseyArts.com Member 
Center including customized alerts based on personal interests, access to post 
content to the JerseyArts.com Weblog; access to the Jersey Arts Insiders Forum; 
and a “Support Local Artists” window decal. 
 The high level of membership level is the Activist level. This giving level is 
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the last new membership level with a giving level of $50 for 1-year and $75 for 2-
years. The benefits attached to the activist membership level include all the 
benefits of free and premium membership plus membership with ArtPRIDE NJ 
which includes exclusive restricted Arts Advocacy Action Alerts on state and 
deferral actions affecting the arts; access to the ArtPRIDE interactive website 
where you can communicate directly with elected officials, find an arts-related 
jobs, have access to research and resource links; exclusive access to advocacy 
seminars; leadership opportunities as a State Captain for National Arts Advocacy 
Day activities in Washington, DC; and an ArtPRIDE NJ tote bag. 
 There were specific reasons for choosing these benefits. Because the 
majority of members have egoistic giving motivations, the window decal and 
tote bag fulfill these motivations. These benefits allow members to “show off” 
their membership to their peers. Choosing the statement (currently used on 
many DJA merchandise) “Support Local Artists” for the window decal fulfills DJA 
member’s altruistic giving motivations. This allows these members to show their 
support and gives the general public a call to action. All of these actions give the 
altruistic giver the feeling like they are advocating and helping DJA fulfill their 
mission.  
 The exclusive restricted web access that DJA will provide to its members 
will fulfill the egoistic motivations by giving exclusivity to them. Different giving 
levels will give members different exclusive benefits. Showing off these levels 
will hopefully entice the lower level to upgrade. DJA currently has a total of 
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38,000 members, so one of the main goals in rolling out these new membership 
levels should be to highlight the tangible benefits to its free membership level 
which will entice upgrading and increase annual membership dues. At the 
advocate membership level, using the word advocate and giving advocacy 
benefits fulfills both altruistic and hedonic motivations. This level keeps 
members in the loop of “the economic fight for the arts.” It also gives these 
members opportunities to voice their opinions and participate in hands-on 
advocacy.   
 The Discover Jersey Arts membership program faces many different 
aspects of competition for funding in their current member base. Sixty-eight per 
cent of Jersey Arts members responded that they are members of other arts and 
cultural organizations. When asked how many other organizations they 
supported, the top four answers were: 1) 2 organizations 2) 3 organizations 3) 4 
organizations and 4) 5 organizations.  
 When asked if participants supported non-arts related organizations, 58% 
said yes and 42% said no (Appendix F). When asked what organizations they 
supported, answers were varied but, it was obvious that members supported 
many different organizations, both arts and non-arts alike. Many members 
supported religious organizations; their alumni college or university; health 
organizations, i.e. Juvenile Diabetes; environmental groups, i.e. Sierra Club and 
Green Peace; animal rights organizations; local and political groups, i.e. local 
clubs and associations, their local firehouse and police stations, etc; and charity 
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organizations, i.e. The Salvation Army.   
 All of these charitable giving needs to be considered when marketing the 
new DJA member program as well as, deciding membership fees and benefits. 
DJA needs to reach out to their members with benefits and a message that 
appeals to them in order to get paying members. Aside from benefits needing to 
appeal to the egoistic members; it is obvious from the responses to these survey 
questions that DJA has many altruistic members and needs to also send 
emotional messages to them. These members surveyed care a lot about their 
community which is apparent in how much they support a variety of 
organizations; DJA will need to personalize their message for an emotional 
appeal to reach these altruistic members.   
 Because collecting member dues is a new process for the Discover Jersey 
Arts program, I would also suggest creating the following document templates 
provided by Robinson’s The Nonprofit Membership Toolkit 
(http://www.josseybass.com/go/ellisrobinson) and ASAE & the Center for 
Association Leadership’s Membership Essentials’ CD-ROM.  
 The Prospect Mailing Schedule worksheet template can be used before a 
campaign to identify desired mailing lists, estimate responses, and project the 
campaign’s net loss or gain (Appendix G).   
 The Renewal Schedule - Quarterly Mailings worksheet template can be 
used to show quarterly renewal notices and follow-up contacts, according to 
members’ membership expiration date (Appendix H).  
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 The Board & Staff “Get A Member” Campaign worksheet template can 
be used to orchestrate a successful board and staff get-a-member campaign 
(Appendix I).  
 The Membership Activities Report worksheet template can be used for 
each of the organization’s renewal, special appeal, and recruitment campaigns, 
as well as other significant fundraising programs (Appendix J). 
 The Membership Planning by Quarter worksheet template can be used 
to plan the revenues, expenses, and timing of an organization’s membership 
activities for the coming year (Appendix K).  
 The Membership Staffing Needs worksheet template can be used to 
quantify how many hours their membership team devotes to their program now. 
Discover Jersey Arts can also use this worksheet template to identify work 
overloads or opportunities to assign responsibilities more efficiently (Appendix 
L).  
 From the DJA members we have learned that almost all have become 
members for very egoistic reasons. Although they are committed to supporting 
the arts in New Jersey, they enjoy their free membership cards for their ticket 
discounts. Introducing new membership levels at a price will need to be very 
carefully introduced to DJA’s current members. The program needs to explain 
the reasons for the new membership levels easing their current members into it. 
The program should not push the new membership program onto members but 
get members to care about giving to DJA’s mission in order to win their financial 
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support. These findings and recommendations will be presented to the Program 
Manager of the Discover Jersey Arts campaign for comments and approval or 
disapproval of the new membership levels.  
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SUMMARY 
 
 
 Authors Paswan, Redmond and Gruen concluded that the main reasons 
people join membership programs are for: self gratification (egoistic 
motivations), love of the cause (hedonic motivations), and for social change 
(altruistic motivations).  This case study attempted names to analyze the 
Discover Jersey Arts’ current members and their giving reasons in order to 
recreate a new revenue-based membership program from a free-based 
membership program. What we found with the Jersey Arts members is that they 
have hedonic and altruistic motivations; however, the majority of Jersey Arts 
members have egoistic motives, meaning they give to get [tangible and 
intangible benefits]. I created and added two member levels that are affordable 
and have new tangible benefits that will satisfy the egoistic motives of Jersey 
Arts members.  
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CONCLUSION 
  
 We have learned that the main motivation of Jersey Arts members stems 
from egoistic motivations, motivations based on giving in order to get something 
in return. From this conclusion, I have suggested a membership plan that 
contains different benefits to cater to the different membership motivations 
specifically the egoistic motivations. I also suggested additional document 
templates that should be taken into consideration in coordinating this new 
membership model.   
 These suggestions were then presented to the Program Manager, Jim 
Atkinson, of the Discover Jersey Arts program. The top answers of the original 
membership survey were presented and Mr. Atkinson was then asked to rate his 
reactions to the survey answers provided by current Jersey Arts members 
(Appendix M).  
 To the question, please rate the following membership features, Mr. 
Atkinson was “Not Surprised” that 61% of Jersey Arts members “needed” the 
membership discount card. He was “Surprised” that 50% of Jersey Arts members 
need “2 for 1” emails. He was “Not Surprised” that 51% of Jersey Arts members 
needed the “Check it Out” emails. He was “Surprised” that only 37% “needed” 
information on contests and promotions and “Called It” that 79% of Jersey Arts 
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members “needed” the JerseyArts.com Event Calendar.  
 To the question, please rate what new features you would like in the 
Jersey Arts Membership, Mr. Atkinson had “No Opinion” that 46% of members 
were neutral about RSS feeds. He was “Surprised” that 40% were neutral about 
being able to update their contact information online. He was “Not Surprised” 
that 39% of members said that they “Could Do Without” a discussion groups 
feature online. He was “Surprised” that only 34% of members “needed” 
Members-Only contest and promotions. Mr. Atkinson was “Not Surprised” that 
only 34% of members “needed” free merchandise as part of their new 
membership benefits.  
 To the question, how much would you be willing to pay for membership, 
with 313 participants skipped the question, Mr. Atkinson was “Not Surprised” 
that 45% said “Yes” and 55% said “No”.  
 To the question, how much would you be willing to pay for membership, 
Mr. Atkinson “Called It” that 46% of Jersey Arts members said they would pay 
$10. He was “Surprised” that only 17% of members would pay $15. He “Called It” 
that 22% of members said they would pay $25. He “Called It” that only 3% would 
pay $50 and that no one would pay $75 for membership. He was “Surprised” 
that even 1% would pay $100 and that 10% would pay $150 or more. 
 To the question, are you a member of other non- and arts & cultural 
organizations,  Mr. Atkinson “Called It” that 68% were members of other arts and 
cultural organizations and “Not Surprised” that 58% were members of non-arts 
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and cultural organizations.   
 Mr. Atkinson would like to add some additional membership features for 
Premium Members such as, “restricted” features of the future online member 
area and adding a “Buy tickets before they go on sale” promotion, however, 
wants to ensure that the basic membership content remains free. 
 Mr. Atkinson also brought up whether or not there were goals for 
attaining Premium and Activist level members. This is a good question that has 
not yet been thought through. My suggestions would be to stay conservative 
because the program is now asking members to start giving money when they 
have had a free membership model for almost ten years. Once a full year with 
the new program has been executed the total number of new members in each 
of these levels should be projected to double as the program expands. The 
Discover Jersey Arts program must also keep in mind that after the first full year, 
if members are not surprised with their new membership, they may lose 
members and must find a way to continually engage their members.  
 The Discover Jersey Arts program has always engaged their members and 
provided excellent, affordable opportunities in making arts events accessible to 
the general public. By adopting this new membership model, the Discover Jersey 
Arts program can now start reaping the benefits of having a membership 
program that will generate revenue in continuing to keep the program fiscally 
sound. With a solid program, the Jersey Arts membership program has also 
provided its members with a feeling of belonging and engaging them in a cause 
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they truly believe in.  
 In conclusion, Jim Atkinson, Program Manager of the Discover Jersey Arts 
program, has 100% approved this suggested new membership model, saying, 
“This is a well thought out approach to goals and objectives we’ve discussed 
internally”.  
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APPENDICES 
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Appendix A 
 
 
Types of Membership Programs for Individuals 
 Visitation Public Issue Participant Volunteer Faith-based 
Characteristics      
Purpose Building a 
constituency 
Building a 
constituency 
Gain active 
participants 
Attract 
volunteers 
for the 
organization 
Gain 
participant 
and 
volunteers 
Reason to Join Interest, 
good value 
Support the 
cause 
Self 
development 
Be useful Serve others 
in faith 
context 
Criteria for 
Membership 
Interest Interest Time to 
participate 
Time to 
volunteer 
Belief in work 
of the faith 
Dues Structure Graduated Flat or 
graduated 
Flat Flat Flat 
Types of 
Organizations 
Cultural 
institutions 
Issue 
groups, 
public radio 
and 
television 
Youth 
groups, civic 
groups, self-
help groups 
Auxiliaries, 
guilds, 
friends 
linked to an 
organization 
Religious 
congregations 
and faith-
based 
charities 
Examples  Indianapolis 
Children’s 
Museum; 
Missouri 
Botanical 
Garden (St. 
Louis) 
League of 
Women 
Voters; 
Mothers 
Against 
Drunk 
Driving 
(MADD); 
Wisconsin 
Public 
Television 
Girl Scouts; 
Boy Scouts; 
Junior 
League; 
Rotary 
Heard 
Museum 
Guild 
Organization 
(Phoenix); 
Barnes-
Jewish St. 
Peters 
Hospital 
Auxiliary (St. 
Louis) 
Knights of 
Columbus; 
United 
Methodist 
Women 
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Types of Membership Programs for Individuals (continued) 
 
 Loyalty Affinity Professional Social Brand 
Loyalty 
Characteristics      
Purpose Strengthen 
relationships 
Promote 
interest in 
subject area 
Promote the 
profession 
Social ties Retain 
customers 
Reason to Join Continue 
relationship 
Education Professional 
Development 
Social life 
and standing 
Value 
Criteria for 
Membership 
Prior 
relationship 
Interest Professional 
requirements 
Social 
relationships 
Customer or 
client 
Dues Structure Flat Flat Flat or based 
on criteria 
Flat Often “free,” 
dependent 
on being 
customer or 
client 
Types of 
Organizations 
Alumni 
associations; 
fraternities 
and 
sororities 
Subject 
related clubs 
and 
organizations; 
book clubs 
Professional 
associations 
and related 
groups 
Golf, country 
and eating 
clubs 
Credit card; 
frequent 
flyer 
Examples University of 
Michigan 
Alumni 
Association; 
Delta Sigma 
Theta; 
Veterans of 
Foreign 
Wars 
Local garden 
club; local 
investment 
club; Z Car 
Club 
Association 
of 
Fundraising 
Professionals 
(AFP); 
American 
Medical 
Association 
(AMA) 
University 
clubs 
American 
Express; 
Delta Sky 
Miles 
Program; 
American 
Automobile 
Association 
(AAA) 
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APPENDIX B 
 
 
JERSEY ARTS MEMBERSHIP SURVEY 
 
Thank you for taking some time to fill out this membership survey. The 
information used will help us to better serve you providing the best membership 
program possible; your honesty is welcomed.  
 
Email addresses are being requested so that we may give you feedback and 
possibly ask for further comments. Thank you. 
 
1. Email  
 
                                                                               
                
2. Why are you a Jersey Arts member?  
 
 
 
3. Please rate the following membership features: 
 I could do 
without 
I like this 
feature; but I 
wouldn’t be 
sad without 
it 
Neutral I NEED 
THIS! 
Membership 
Discount Card 
    
2 for 1 Emails     
Check it out Emails     
Contests/Promotions     
JerseyArts.com 
Event Calendar 
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       4.   What do you think is the greatest benefit of membership in the Jersey  
               Arts Member program?           
 
 
 
       5.   Please rate the following features you would like to see incorporated in  
              the Jersey Arts Member program? 
 I could do 
without 
I like this 
feature; but I 
wouldn’t be 
sad without 
it 
Neutral I NEED 
THIS! 
RSS Feeds     
Ability to update 
contact information 
online 
    
Discussion Groups     
“Members Only” 
Contests/Promotions 
    
Free Merchandise     
 
 Other (please specify) 
 
 
       6.  Would you be willing to pay for membership if it would enhance the work  
             of Discover Jersey Arts? 
 Yes/No 
 
       7. If so, how much would you be willing to pay? 
 $10/$15/$25/$50/$75/$100/$150+ 
 Other (please specify) 
 
       8. Would you recommend a Jersey Arts membership to a friend, neighbor or  
              colleague? 
 Yes/No 
 
       9. Are you a member of other arts and cultural organizations? 
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 Yes/No 
 If so, how many?  
 
 
       10. Do you support any non-arts and cultural organizations? 
 Yes/No 
 If Yes, How many? Who? 
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APPENDIX C 
 
 
MEMBERSHIP DUES 
 
 
 
45% 
55% 
Would you pay for membership? 
Yes No
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MEMBERSHIP DUES (continued) 
 
 
 
22% 
8% 
11% 
1% 
0% 1% 
0% 
5% 
52% 
If so, how much would you pay? 
$10 $15 $25 $50 $75 $100 $150+ Other Skipped Question
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APPENDIX D 
 
 
MEMBERSHIP FEATURES 
 
 
0
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
Please rate the following membership features 
I could do without
I like this feature; but
wouldn't be sad without it
Neutral
I Need This!
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APPENDIX E 
 
 
 MEMBERSHIP BUDGET 
 
Membership Budget Start Up Costs     
      
Item Amount Notes 
NetCommunity & Raiser's Edge online 
and desktop software  $65,000 one-time purchase 
Membership Card/Letter - Basic $7,750 50,000 pieces 
Membership Card/Letter - Premium $205 1,000 pieces 
Membership Card/Letter - Gold $205 1,000 pieces 
Envelopes $3,500 50,000 mailing 
Printing $4,000   
Mail House Costs $3,000 $0.12/4,800 
Member brochure $5,300 60,000 mailing 
Printer $300 one-time purchase 
      
Total $89,260   
   
   Membership Budget Annual Costs     
      
Item Amount Notes 
Annual maintenance fee for 
NetCommunity & Raiser's Edge online 
& desktop software $5,700   
Membership Card/Letter - Basic $775 2/1 at 5,00 
Membership Card/Letter - Premium $205 2/1 at 1,000 
Membership Card/Letter - Gold $205 2/1 at 1,000 
Envelopes $319 $0.159/2,000/yr. 
Membership Fulfillment $1,320 
$0.44/3,000 
members/yr. 
      
Total $8,524   
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APPENDIX F 
 
 
SUPPORT FOR NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS 
 
 
68% 
32% 
ARE YOU A MEMBER OF OTHER ARTS & CULTURAL 
ORGANIZATIONS? 
Yes No
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SUPPORT FOR NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (continued) 
 
 
58% 
42% 
DO YOU SUPPORT ANY NON-ARTS & CULTURAL 
ORGANIZATIONS? 
Yes No
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Appendix G 
 
 
PROSPECT MAILING SCHEDULE 
Group/Campaign Name 
[Month] Prospect Mailing – Estimates 
To Be Mailed xx/xx/xx, Follow-up xx/xx/xx 
 
Package A: 
Updated - 
Code List # 
Names 
# 
Mailed 
Cost/K # 
Rets 
% 
Resp 
Total 
$ 
Avg. 
Gift 
Net 
Inc. 
Net/Member 
           
           
           
           
           
First 
Mailing 
 0 0 0 0 0 $0 0 $0 0 
           
Follow-up 
Mailing -  
          
 Dupes 
from 
this 
mailing 
0 0 0 0 0.80% $0 0 $0 0 
           
Campaign 
Total 
 0 0 0 0 0 $0 0 $0 0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Income  $0 
Cost  $0 
Net  $0 
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APPENDIX H 
 
RENEWAL SCHEDULE – QUARTERLY MAILINGS 
 
Mail Date 1st Notice 2nd Notice 3rd Notice Follow-up 
or Phone 
Next Steps 
      
      
      
      
      
 
 
First Notice Procedure:                                                                              
 
Second Notice Procedure:                                                                         
 
Third Notice Procedure:                                                                         
 
Follow-Up or Phone Procedure:                                                                
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APPENDIX I 
 
BOARD AND STAFF “GET A MEMBER” CAMPAIGN 
 
 
Team Captains: 
 
Teams/Participants: 
 
Timing:  
 
Theme:  
 
Goals:  
   Campaign: 
   Individual:  
   Team:  
 
Incentives: 
   Top Team:  
   Top Individual:  
   First to Goal:  
   Other:  
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Calendar (negative numbers = number of weeks before campaign launch; bold numbers = 
number of weeks after launch) 
  Campaign plan drafted (-9) 
 
 Executive director & board chair approve campaign; team captains identified (-
8) 
 
    Team captains confirmed; theme & goals identified; incentives recruited (-6) 
 
    Meet with team captains: (-5) 
Identify materials needed (remit envelopes, brochures, and so on) 
Confirm timing, theme, teams, training, incentives 
 
    Invite participants to launch meeting (-3) 
 
     Launch campaign (teams confirmed, materials distributed, training) (0) 
 
   Provide biweekly update to team captains (2,4,6) 
Team captains contact participants, replenish materials as needed 
 
    Celebrate success! (8) 
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APPENDIX J 
 
MEMBERSHIP ACTIVITIES REPORT 
 
Project: 
Description: 
Date Mailed: 
List Source Code Quantity 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
Total Mailed:         0 
COSTS: Total: 
Printing:  
Processing:  
Postage:  
Lists:  
Other:  
Total Costs: $0.00 
 
Revenues: Number 
Returned: 
Total Dollars: Average Gift: 
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2 weeks out: 
[date] 
  $0.00 
4 weeks out: 
[date] 
  $0.00 
6 weeks out: 
[date] 
  $0.00 
8 weeks out: 
[date] 
  $0.00 
16 weeks out: 
[date] 
  $0.00 
TOTAL: 0  $0.00 
 
NOTES: 
Completed By:  
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 APPENDIX K  
 
MEMBERSHIP PLANNING BY QUARTER 
 
 Membership Plan -
[year or dates] 
 
 [prior year] First 
Quarter 
Second 
Quarter 
Third 
Quarter 
Fourth 
Quarter 
[year] 
Total 
 Major Recruitment 
Campaigns 
[date] [date] [date] [date]  
A # Mailed      
B % Response      
C Avg. Gift      
D Cost/k      
E Design/Copy/Prod. 
Mgmt 
     
F Fulfillment (@ $/each)      
G Total Expenses      
H Total Revenue      
I New Members 0 0 0 0 0 
 Renewals 
J # Mailed      
K % Renewal rate      
L Avg. Gift      
M Fulfillment (@ 
$/renewal) 
     
N Printing/postage/prod. 
costs 
     
O Revenue      
P Renewed Members 0 0 0 0 0 
 Special Appeals/Date  
Q # Mailed      
R % Response      
S Avg. Gift      
T Fulfillment (@ $/resp)      
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U Printing/Postage/Prod. 
Costs 
     
V Revenue $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
 Special Pros. Campaigns 
W Est. New Members      
X Expenses      
Y Avg. Gift      
Z Revenue      
 New Members – Other Sources 
aa Web & Online      
bb Revenue @ $      
cc Inquiries & Slideshow      
dd Revenue @ $      
 Education and Member Services 
ee Newsletter      
ff Other Publications      
gg Website      
Hh Training & Database      
ii Other Expenses      
jj Consultants      
kk Staffing      
ll Est. Total Expenses $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
       
mm New/Renew This 
Quarter 
0 0 0 0 0 
nn Members (Cumul.) 0 0 0 0 0 
 
oo Membership Revenue      
pp Major Donor Upgrades 
([2]%@$x) 
     
qq Foundation Grants      
rr Other Sources      
ss Est. Total Revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
 
tt Quarterly Cash Flow $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
 
vv Cash Flow Cumulative $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
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APPENDIX L 
 
 
MEMBERSHIP STAFFING NEEDS 
Quarterly 
Membership 
Staffing Needs 
Now: Now Needed:   
 Staffer Hrs/Qtr Staffer Hrs/Qtr Staffer Hrs/Qtr Staffer Hrs/Qtr 
Special 
Appeals 
 
Strategy, 
planning, & 
logistics 
        
Copywriting 
and design 
        
List/data 
selection 
        
Production 
and mailing 
        
Data entry and 
thank yous 
        
Other         
Renewals 
Strategy, 
planning, & 
logistics 
        
Copywriting 
and design 
        
List/data 
selection 
        
Production 
and mailing 
        
Data entry and 
thank yous 
        
Other         
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Recruitment 
Strategy, 
planning, & 
logistics 
        
Copywriting 
and design 
        
List/data 
selection 
        
Production 
and mailing 
        
Data entry and 
thank yous 
        
Other         
Inquiry 
Follow-up 
        
Special Events         
Cyber Work         
Staff 
Meetings, Etc 
        
Data 
Management 
        
Program 
Coordination 
        
Training         
Supervision         
Other         
Total  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00 
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APPENDIX M 
 
 
APPROVAL/DISAPPROVAL SURVEY 
 
Thank you again for taking time to give your comments.  
 
Please take some time to read through Chapter 2 - The new Jersey Arts 
Membership Program and then please answer the following questions.  
 
Please make your answers are as specific as possible, as this information will be 
used to shape the conclusion of this thesis.  
 
1. Members were asked to rate the following membership features. Please rate 
your opinion on the following results: 
 Shocked 
and Awed! 
Surprised No Opinion Not 
Surprised 
Called it! 
Membership 
Discount – 
61% said “I 
Need This!” 
     
2 for 1 Emails – 
56% said “I 
Need This!” 
     
Check It Out 
Emails – 51% 
said “I Need 
This!” 
     
Contests & 
Promotions - 
37% said “I 
Need This!” 
     
JerseyArts.com 
Event Calendar 
– 79% said “I 
Need This!” 
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2. Members were asked what they wanted as new benefits in their Jersey 
membership. Please rate your opinion on the following results: 
 Shocked 
and Awed! 
Surprised No Opinion Not 
Surprised 
Called it! 
RSS Feeds – 
46% were 
“Neutral” 
     
Update 
contact 
information 
online – 40% 
were 
“Neutral” 
     
Discussion 
Groups - 
39% said "I 
could do 
without" 
     
"Members 
Only" 
contests & 
promotions - 
34% said "I 
Need This!" 
     
Free 
Merchandise 
- 34% said "I 
Need This! 
     
 
 
3. Members were asked whether or not they would pay for membership? Please 
rate your opinion on the following results: 
 Shocked 
and Awed! 
Surprised No Opinion Not 
Surprised 
Called it! 
Yes – 45%      
No – 55%      
 
 
4. Members were asked how much they would be willing to pay for membership 
(313 participants skipped the question)? Please rate your opinion on the 
following results:       
 Shocked Surprised No Opinion Not Called it! 
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and Awed! Surprised 
$10 - 46%      
$15 - 17%      
$25 - 22%      
$50 - 3%      
$75 – 0%      
$100 - 1%      
$150+ - 10%      
 
 
5. Members were asked whether they are members of both other arts & cultural 
organizations and non-arts organizations. Please rate your opinion on the 
following results: 
 Shocked 
and Awed! 
Surprised No Opinion Not 
Surprised 
Called it! 
Other arts & 
cultural 
orgs: Yes - 
68% | No - 
32% 
     
Non-arts & 
cultural 
orgs: Yes - 
58% | No - 
42% 
     
 
6. Would you approve or disapprove of the new membership model? 
Approve/Disapprove 
 
 
 
7. Would you change and/or add anything to the new membership levels? 
 
  
 
8. Do you have any unanswered questions about the membership program, 
research, or process after reading this thesis? 
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